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CHAOS IN PARIS AND ELSEWHERE IN FRANCE FOR 3RD ACT OF YELLOW
VESTS INSURRECTION
412 ARRESTED & 379 IN CUSTODY

Paris, Wahsington DC, 02.12.2018, 17:16 Time

USPA NEWS - Extreme violence erupted in Paris between vandals "wearing yellow vests" and inflamed in other French cities, the
capital Saturday, December 2. A chaotic situation that looks like a civil war, results in a heavy balance sheet. According to a first
assessment 136 00 people participated in yesterday's movement, with a heavy toll with 412 arrests and hundreds of wounded. Of the
379 people in custody, there are 33 minors ... This dark day, resulted in scenes of guerrillas, worthy of civil war, and has resulted in
multiple incidents and violence in France, especially in Paris. In the capital, clashes between vandals and police, have made a
hundred wounded, including 23 among the police. The Yellow Vests were blocked at the Place de l'Etoile (end of the Avenue des
Champs Elysee) by the forces of the Order and inciting them remained facing the Round Point of the Arc de Triomphe. 

Extreme violence erupted in Paris between vandals "wearing yellow vests" and inflamed in other French cities, the capital Saturday,
December 2. A chaotic situation in the shape of a civil war, results in a heavy balance sheet. According to a first assessment 136 00
people participated in yesterday's movement, with 412 arrests and hundreds of wounded. Of the 379 people in custody, there are 33
minors ... This dark day, resulted in scenes of guerrillas, worthy of civil war, and has resulted in multiple incidents and violence in
France, especially in Paris. In the capital, clashes between vandals and police, have made a hundred wounded, including 23 among
the police. The Yellow Vests were blocked at the Place de l'Etoile (end of the Avenue des Champs Elysee) by the forces of the Order
and inciting them remained facing the Round Point of the Arc de Triomphe. At around 8:00 am, chartering with the police started
already very early, with projectile jets on one side (Vandal Yellow Vests) and the big tear-guns (Police officers, CRS). The damage
was very massive and impressive, because "Vandal Yellow Vests" caused 249 fires, burned 112 cars fires, including 30 urban and 6
buildings that were fires. according to the Prefecture Ile De France. The cars that were burned were targeted at luxury brands
(Porsche, Mercedes ...).
Bank distributors, cash machines, and shops were ransacked and looted. The most shocking is the attack of the Arc de Triomphe
from the outside, even from the top of the veterans monument, as well as the interior or objects of the shop, including the broken
Marianne statue, symbol of the Republic. French. Outside the Place de l'Etoile, the Arc de Triomphe, other hotspots and symbolic of
the department stores, and luxury shops were ransacked, as the Place Vendome, or the jewels, were vandalized, the Boulevard
Haussmann, close to Grand Magasin Spring, Galeries Lafayette, Avenue Kleber, and even the pharmacy of this avenue, known for
being rich. One particular hotel, was set on fire, by the Vandals Yellow Vests, or the firefighters were refluxed by the same authors of
this incident preventing intervention. In short an anger, even a rage and a desire to destroy everything has spread in a few hours in
Paris 8th, 9th and 16th, rich districts (Palce Vendome, Opera, Boulevard Haussman, Saint Lazare, Avenue Foch, Avenue Kleber,
Avenue Grande Armee...) where the "Vandals Yellow Vests" offered a distressing and distressing spectacle on the sidelines of the
event Peaceful Yellow Vests that at the same time shouting their silent demonstration towards Bastille, Republic, and even singing
their demands on the abolition of carbon and other taxes, as well as the resignation of Macron for others and the dissolution of the
assembly , or rebuff the ISF (Tax on Fortune, suppressed by the Macron government).

THE YELLOW VESTS MOVEMENT PROMISE TO MARCH AGAIN NEXT SATURDAY UNLESS THEY GET WHAT THEY WANT
BEFORE HAND---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Yellow Vests are threatening to make another demonstration march next Saturday, unless they have obtained their demands,
which they say are neither heard nor understood nor endorsed by the government and the President of the Republic ". There is a
distinction between the "Pacifist Yellow Vests" protesting in the street, quietly and quietly and friendly, attracting even the sympathy of
drivers and traders blocks in the roadbblocks. And then there is another category of "Yellow Vandals Vests" who behave as thugs,
come loot, break, light fires, burn cars and even beats. This sow panic and degenerative violence, as was the case at the Arc de
Triomphe and in the garden Tuileries where the gate of this public garden was disassembled and wicked because of the serious
wounds of one of their .... It is very easy to put on a yellow vest at the last minute and pretend to be a pacifist demonstrator and then
fare tags, and fare of ultra violence and attack the police forces and even some journalists .... of TV. The more this movement does not
spontaneously on November 17, drag and lasts, the more the anger grows and more the movement harden by the vandals' sackings
and the French people seems to support the movement to 81% according to Odoxa polling institute. The President of the Republic
returns to France after the G20, will manage this crisis, on his return and take ad hoc measures to avoid the continuation of this weekly



chaos for 3 weeks already .... While the French economy takes a hit serious especially during sales spoiled during the Christmas
season. Some stores and supermarkets admit to stock-outs of some essential foods, since the blockages of yellow vests have
prevented the distribution by truck of certain deliveries ...

STRATEGY OF POLICE SERVICES NOT SUITABLE FOR VIOLENCE OF BREACHERS--------------------------------------
The Prefect of Police Michel Delpuech, explained at the Press conference that : This is an unprecedented situation, with "degrees of
violence never so serious" and "intensity not seen for decades, said the Prefect of Paris, Michel Delpuech.The District Attorney, and
Interior Minister Christophe Caster, agreed with this unprecedented violence ever seen in France, with such anger, extreme rage and
highly destructive.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The mayor of Paris 15, Philippe Goujon, explains on France TV that: "Out of 48 forces mobilized, only seven were mobile for the Place
de l'Etoile with CRS companies. The principle of keeping the police in the French to keep protesters at a distance, at the Francise, it
would have needed the police in contact with the vandalises. Those who were challenged are those who "run the least quickly" while
the most seasoned sit go quickly and left. The police force does not have enough means to keep the crowd away, (Flashballs ...),
explains that the vandals already known to the police could have been apprehended quickly and judge immediately. And there was
strength to protect National Assembly and Senate, and mayor of Paris, could have been used after military, as the military and do the
guard. If the police are not able to put in place a correct strategy, we can not continue with events that will increase from Saturday to
Saturday. "Explained Philippe Goujon Mayor of Paris 15th.
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